Welcome to DROP Bar
DROP Bar is an industrial style mobile bar ready to drop into your next event.
Putting an end to passe leaky marquees, bathtubs filled with ice and cheap beer and that
one guy who works the fridge door along with his latest pick up lines on parched guests.
DROP Bar offers a stylish and sophisticated portable bar option for your next event
whether it is a music festival, art exhibition, marquee wedding, private party or corporate
function.
Customized from re-purposed shipping containers, the possibilities of our mobile bars
are endless, with our highly skilled team creating bespoke constructions like no other.
The DROP Bar transforms into a free flowing, fully operational bar where our
experienced bar staff are at the beck and call of your guests.
An ingenious, stylish addition to your next outdoor event, DROP Bar is available for dryhire or as a staffed bar.

“Thank you for contributing to such an amazing day for us both. Your Drop
Bar was a hit and everyone is still raving about it!” – Melanie Clarke
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What is DROP Bar exactly?
DROP Bar is an ingeniously crafted re-purposed shipping container designed to be a
useful, convenient set up for all celebrations and occasions. The container opens up to
become an entirely self-contained mobile bar. Just provide electricity, and it's instantly up
and running.
The bar itself utilises a fully back-lit refrigerator set, incorporated servery, and fold out
benches on the doors.

Where do we service?
DROP Bar is a mobile bar business based in South-East Queensland. We are able to
service a wide range of areas including Brisbane, Sunshine Coast, Gold Coast, Northern
New South Wales including Byron Bay, Tweed and Kingscliff.
We also serve the Queensland interior areas of South-East Queensland, Scenic Rim,
Darling Downs and Granite Belt and into South-Western Queensland.
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DROP BAR adapts to any habitat
DROP Bar is a highly versatile, industrial-style portable bar repurposed from a disused
shipping container.
Understated and unimposing, this stylish addition to your next event features timber
flooring, display fridges and glass racks.
Positioned within your event, DROP Bar seamlessly transforms into a free flowing, fully
operational bar stocked with your selection of beer, wine and spirits.
An ingenious, stylish addition to your next outdoor event, DROP Bar is available for dryhire or as a staffed bar.

Uses
Our highly skilled team can help position and set up the bar for your event and our event
stylist can customise the bar to best suit your event.

Consider DROP Bar for events such as:
- Outdoor weddings
- Corporate functions
- Product launches
- Music festivals
- Exhibitions
- Community events
- Street parties

How it works
- Reserve your DROP Bar date.
- A booking confirmation form will be sent to you via email to sign.
- Pay a deposit of $500 to confirm your date within 30 days.
- Our DROP Bar event consultant will call you to talk details of your event.
- Confirm transport a week out from your event.
- Pay remainder of booking fee.
- DROP Bar arrives at your event. Enjoy!
- DROP Bar will be picked up as soon as your event is over.
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Pricing
•

One-day hire of DROP Bar including delivery within a 50km radius of Tamborine
Mountain - $1199
**Hire rate for additional days are at a reduced rate. Please email
info@dropbar.com.au for a personalised quote**

•

Additional transport - $4/km

•

15amp generator hire - $110 per day

•

Staff hire – 5-hour package (minimum spend) is $520 for one supervisor and one
bar staff member. Additional hours charged at $90 per hour

•

Additional bar staff - $35 per hour (minimum 5 hour charge)

•

Glass hire - $1 per glass for wine, beer and champagne

Packages
We can create a package to suit your event needs. From dry-hire options to full service
hire covering transport, staffing, glassware and even event styling, DROP Bar is a
simple, functional solution to give your event an edge. For a custom package please
email Clint and Tanya at info@dropbar.com.au

DROP Bar dimensions
Size of container closed – 2.4M wide x 3.5M deep
Size of container when doors open - front becomes 4.8M wide
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CONDITIONS OF HIRE
1.

Hire Conditions as per official quotes which conditions the hirer is deemed to have read and understood.

2.

Ownership of Property, in hired equipment, shall remain with DROP Bar and shall not pass, nor shall it be deemed
to pass, to hirer in any circumstances whatsoever.

3.

DROP Bar has no obligation whatsoever to insure hired equipment.

4.

Hirer shall be responsible for the security of hired equipment whilst it is in hirer’s possession or control. Hirer shall
indemnify, and keep indemnified, DROP Bar and all associated individuals against all loss and damage to hired
equipment occurring during the period of hire as a result of not securing the equipment.

5.

Hirer shall pay a $300 security deposit. To be returned to hirer by DROP Bar once all equipment is returned in a
clean and as good condition and repair as at date hiring commenced.

6.

Hirer shall return hired equipment to DROP Bar in thoroughly clean condition with all surfaces wiped down, rubbish
cleared and fridges emptied. If hired equipment is not so cleaned, hirer shall pay the DROP Bar cleaning costs at a
rate of $55.00 per hour plus GST.

7.

Hirer shall return hired equipment to DROP Bar in as good condition and repair as at date hiring commenced.
Should the hirer fail to do so, the hirer shall be responsible for all costs incurred by DROP Bar in making good, or
replacing, the equipment.

8.

Interruptions on Site: Should DROP Bar and delivery staff be interrupted or delayed in their delivery or set up of
equipment due to delays caused by the Organiser or his agents, DROP Bar will charge $55.00 per hour, per man,
on site until work resumes.

9.

Hirer has relied on hirer’s own judgement in selecting hired equipment. DROP Bar does not warrant fitness or
suitability of hired equipment for purpose for which it is hired. DROP Bar has made no representation to hirer as to
such fitness, or suitability of equipment. DROP Bar is not apprised of purpose for which hirer has hired out
equipment. DROP Bar shall not be liable for any loss or damage (whether or not to personal property) howsoever
arising from use of hired equipment during period of hire. It is the intent of DROP Bar, and hirer, that hirer shall
indemnify DROP Bar and shall keep DROP Bar indemnified. The hirer promises to do so, against all and any such
liability in respect of damages and costs and charges and expenses in respect thereof.

10. The choice of the event site or location for the hired equipment is the sole responsibility of the hirer and DROP Bar
does not accept any responsibility nor in any way warrants the suitability of the event site or location.
11. DROP Bar is not licensed to sell alcohol.
12. DROP Bar has only quoted on the items listed on the quote/tender and unless specifically listed the quote/tender
makes no allowance for any external ramps or devices required to meet the requirements of the Disability and
Discrimination Act 1992 (Cwth) or similar legislation in place in the jurisdiction where the hired goods are to be
located. Such legislatively compliant ramps and devices are outside the normal scope of DROP Bar works and if
required will be costed separately and must be evidenced in writing. DROP Bar recommends the hirer seek advice
on disability legislative requirements from the appropriate regulator or a suitably qualified and experienced
consultant. The hirer agrees that DROP Bar is not itself in any way responsible for ensuring that any direction or
instruction given to it by the hirer, its servants, agents or consultants regarding disability legislation, regulations or
protocols is accurate and DROP Bar will be entitled to assume that it is.
13. Hirer at the site specified in schedule hereto, and at no other site shall use hired equipment without DROP Bar’s
express written permission being first given. Use of hired equipment off specified site shall be deemed an unlawful
conversion by hirer of hired equipment.
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14. Hirer shall be on site, specified in schedule, when DROP Bar delivers hired equipment to the site, and when DROP
Bar collects hired equipment from the site. If hirer is not on site, specified at time of delivery or collection, DROP
Bar shall unload or load (as the case may be) equipment in hirer’s absence. Then DROP Bar’s assessment of
quantities and condition of hired equipment delivered or collected by DROP Bar in hirer’s absence shall bind hirer.
15. Hirer at the site specified in schedule hereto, and at no other site shall use hired equipment without DROP Bar’s
express written permission being first given. Use of hired equipment off specified site shall be deemed an unlawful
conversion by hirer of hired equipment.
16. Hirer will stack hired equipment ready for collection on site, specified in schedule, at a position which is readily
accessible to DROP Bar’s collection vehicle.
17. Hirer will ensure that DROP Bar has full free and lawful right to ingress, egress and regress to site, and position on
site, at which hired equipment is located, or positioned, from time to time, and at all times by day and night during
period of hire.
18. Hirer agrees that DROP Bar can use any photographs and images of their event for promotional purposes
including as examples of our work and in any brochure, newsletter, manual, report, website or other media, and
such use may include Hirer’s name or other Intellectual Property as it appears in the materials, and DROP Bar
may also alter the materials to remove such name or other Intellectual Property without prior approval as to any
such use or alteration
19. DROP Bar shall be at liberty to remove or recover or retrieve-hired equipment at any time, before, during and after
period of hire. DROP Bar shall be at liberty to terminate hire at any time, before, during and after period of hire.
20. Payment is required on receipt of goods, unless prior arrangements have been made.
21. Deposits paid at time of booking are non refundable.
22. Cancellation fee. If hire is cancelled prior to set up, but less than 7 days prior, a 50% holding fee of booking
applies (less any deposit paid). If hire is cancelled after DROP Bar is loaded on to the truck at storage location, the
full cost of hire applies.
23. Hirer shall be charged, and shall pay from commencement date, until time at which the hired equipment is returned
to, and in actual possession of, DROP Bar.
24. Hirer shall pay DROP Bar total cost of cartage, for delivery and collection of hired equipment.
25. Provisions of clause 10 shall endure not only for the benefit of DROP Bar, but also for the benefit of DROP Bar’s
servants, employees and agents and each of them.
26. The conditions of the hire bind DROP Bar, its administrators, successors and permitted assignees and the hirer
and its administrators, successors and permitted assignees.
27. If any provision of this hire agreement is held invalid, irrevocable or illegal for any reason then that provision will be
deemed deleted and this Agreement will otherwise remain in full force and effect.
28. If the hirer is a company the hirer agrees to provide guarantees by its directors of the hirer’s obligations pursuant to
this hire agreement. For claims based on a defect in the quality or condition of the goods hired or the failure of the
goods to correspond to specification, the Hirer must notify DROP Bar in writing of the defect or failure within seven
(7) days of the hired goods being delivered.
29. Where such a claim is admitted DROP Bar shall have the right either to replace the hired goods (in whole or in
part) at no charge to the Hirer or at the sole discretion of DROP Bar refund to the Hirer the price of the hire (or a
proportionate part thereof) subject to the hired goods being returned to DROP Bar in the same condition as
delivered to the Hirer. Once DROP Bar has exercised its right to either replace the hired goods (in whole or in part)
or refund to the Hirer the amount paid for the hire (or a proportionate part thereof), the Hirer agrees it shall have no
further right or claim against DROP Bar in respect of the defect or failure to correspond to specification.

______ END OF DOCUMENT ______
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